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Dragon Ball Vol 1
Before there was Dragon Ball Z, there was Akira
Toriyama's action epic Dragon Ball, starring the younger
version of Son Goku and all the other Dragon Ball Z
heroes! Meet a naive young monkey-tailed boy named
Goku, whose quiet life changes when he meets Bulma, a
girl who is on a quest to collect seven "Dragon Balls." If
she gathers them all, an incredibly powerful dragon will
appear and grant her one wish. But the precious orbs are
scattered all over the world, and Bulma needs Goku's
help (and his super-strength)! With a magic staff for a
weapon and a flying cloud for a ride, Goku sets out on
the adventure of a lifetime... -- VIZ Media
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In 1996, Following the success and popularity of the
"Dragon Ball Z" anime series, Toei Animation decided to
extend the franchise beyond the original manga. The new
anime series was titled "Dragon Ball GT," with "GT"
being short for "Grand Touring" or "Galaxy Touring." In
1997, The Chinese "Xinjiang Youth Publishing House"
made a 20-volume fanmanga series of "Dragon Ball GT"'s
"Dark Dragon Ball" and "Baby" arcs. For this restored
edition, every page has been cleaned by hand and
translated to English. Age 789: Five years have passed
since the 28th Tenkaichi Budokai, and all is peaceful
around the world as Goku and Oob finish their training in
Kami-sama's palace. However, this peace soon ends as
Pilaf makes a terrifying wish, transforming Goku into a
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child. The rush is on to retrieve all seven Ultimate Dragon
Balls from around the Universe before the Earth and its
inhabitants are destroyed... This book contains volumes
1 and 2 of the original "DBGT" doujinshi, for a total of 272
pages. THIS IS A DOUJINSHI (FAN MANGA). Based on
the characters and story by Akira Toriyama. Please
support the official series. "Dragon Ball," "Dragon Ball
Z," "Dragon Ball Super," "Dragon Ball GT," "Dragon Ball
Kai" and all other logos, character names, and distinctive
likeness thereof are trademarks of Akira Toriyama, TOEI
ANIMATION, BIRD STUDIO, SHUEISHA, FUNIMATION, VIZ
MEDIA, GROUPE AB, GLENAT, NAMCO BANDAI, ATARI
and other respective license holders unmentioned. This
book was not prepared, licensed or endorsed by any
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entity involved in creating or producing the "Dragon Ball"
series. It is an independent, unofficial work made by fans,
for fans, that has no connection to the official license.
Goku has made it to the Tenka'ichi Budôkai, the world's
#1 martial arts tournament...but even the training of the
martial arts master Kame-Sen'nin hasn't prepared him for
this! Only seven finalists remain. Will the champion be
Goku? His fellow student Kuririn? Yamcha, master of the
"Fist of the Wolf Fang"? Fighting woman Ran Fuan?
Giran, a rubbery monster who's part dinasaur? Namu, an
Indian mystic? Or Jackie Chun, the mysterious old man
who may be the toughest fighter of all? There can be only
one winner in the wildest, craziest battle ever! -- VIZ
Media
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Sci-Fi martial arts action! After years of training and
adventure, Goku has become Earth's ultimate warrior.
And his son, Gohan, shows even greater promise. But
the stakes are increasing as even deadlier enemies
threaten the planet. DRAGON BALL Z is the ultimate
science fiction-martial arts manga. Cell has been
awakened--a bioengineered monstrosity designed to
become the ultimate weapon, a being that eats whole
cities to grow stronger. To stop its rampage, Piccolo
challenges Cell while the Super Saiyans undergo
unimaginable training in a room where one year passes
for every day outside.But Cell's true goal is to merge with
Androids #17 and #18, which will increase its strength
exponentially. As Cell becomes even stronger, Piccolo
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has only one chance: destroy #17 and #18 before Cell
can merge with them, or no force on earth will stand a
chance!
Dragon Ball Complete Box Set
Dragon Ball (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 13
Origin
The Fearsome Power of Piccolo
The World's Greatest Team

Recounts the adventures of Son Goku, a boy
martial artist with a monkey tail, and his
friends as they search for the seven magical
Dragon Balls, in a graphic novel that reveals
the early days of the heroes of "Dragon Ball
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Z."
Akira Toriyama's original, bestselling series
now in a full-color version! After his epic battle
with Vegeta, Son Goku must obtain the wishgranting Dragon Balls in order to resurrect
their fallen allies! Their search will take them
all the way to the planet Namek, where the
evil Freeza and his minions are slaughtering
the Namekians in order to fulfill Freeza’s wish
for immortality. What will it take to defeat this
great evil?
• Dragon Ball is the best-selling manga series
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in Japan. • The Dragon Ball and Dragon Ball Z
series combined have sold through more than
one million graphic novels in the U.S. to date
(BookScan). • Over 11.7 million Dragon Ball
and Dragon Ball Z videos & DVDs have sold
through in the U.S. to date (VideoScan). •
Every volume of the Dragon Ball series is still
selling to this day. There are 42 volumes total
and they debuted in the U.S. in 2000! •
Toriyama has a strong fan base in the U.S. •
Dragon Ball and Dragon Ball Z have also
spawned numerous video games, which
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consistently rank in the top ten in national
sales. • A live action Dragon Ball Z movie is
currently in production to be released
theatrically in Summer 2008. Dragon Ball ,
Vol. 1 (Collector's Edition) A seminal series
from a legendary creator. Dragon Ball, a wry
update on the Chinese "Monkey King" myth,
introduces us to Son Goku, a young monkeytailed boy whose quiet life is turned upsidedown when he meets Bulma, a girl
determined to collect the seven "Dragon
Balls." If she gathers them all, an incredibly
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powerful dragon will appear and grant her one
wish. But the precious orbs are scattered all
over the world, and to get them she needs the
help of a certain super-strong boy...
Sci-Fi martial arts action! After years of
training and adventure, Goku has become
Earth's ultimate warrior. And his son, Gohan,
shows even greater promise. But the stakes
are increasing as even deadlier enemies
threaten the planet. DRAGON BALL Z is the
ultimate science fiction-martial arts manga.
Forced to ally with Vegeta against their
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common enemy, Gohan and Kuririn fight
desperately against Freeza's elite troops, the
seemingly unstoppable Ginyu Force! But the
tables may be turning as Son Goku finally
arrives on Planet Namek, his strength and
speed increased ten-fold by training under
100 times Earth's gravity! Could Goku have
become the legendary "Super Saiyan"!? And
even if they defeat Captain Ginyu, can they
prevent Freeza from wishing for immortality
on the Dragon Balls--and Vegeta from
betraying them and doing the same?
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Includes Vols. 37, 38 & 39
Saiyan Arc
Dragon Ball, Vol. 8
Dragon Ball Full Color Freeza Arc
Dragon Ball Z, Vol. 25
Dragon Ball, Vol. 1 (Limited Edition)
Having defeated Boo, Goku is starting to get bored
with his life on Earth. His wife, Chi-chi, wants him to
get a job, but all he wants to do is train and fight
stronger enemies. Elsewhere in the universe, the
God of Destruction, Beerus, and his attendant Whis
are traveling from planet to planet in search of food
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and entertainment. After blowing up some hapless
victims, Beerus is reminded of a man from his
dreams with the moniker “Super Saiyan God,” or
something like that... The God of Destruction sets his
sights on Earth to track down this mysterious man!
Maybe this will give Goku something to do? -- VIZ
Media
After his epic battle with Vegeta, Son Goku and his
friends must obtain the wish-granting Dragon Balls in
order to resurrect their fallen allies! Their search will
take them all the way to the planet Namek, where
the evil Freeza and his minions are slaughtering the
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Namekians in order to fulfill Freeza’s wish for
immortality. What will it take to defeat this great evil?
-- VIZ Media
Goku and friends battle intergalactic evil in the
greatest action-adventure-fantasy-comedy-fighting
series ever! The Dragon Ball Z Complete Box Set
contains all 26 volumes of the manga that propelled
the global phenomenon that started with Dragon Ball
into one of the world’s most recognizable and bestselling manga. Also includes an exclusive doublesided poster and collector’s booklet featuring fun
Dragon Ball Z trivia and guides as well as an
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interview with its legendary creator. Son Goku is the
greatest hero on Earth. Five years after defeating the
demon king Piccolo, he’s grown up and had a
family—he’s married, and he has a child, Son
Gohan. But what is the real reason for Goku’s
incredible strength? A visitor from outer space
arrives bearing terrible news—Goku is an alien, and
the visitor, Raditz, is Goku’s brother! When Raditz
turns out to be a ruthless killer, Goku must fight his
incredibly strong brother to save his family and the
entire human race. A surprising alliance may be
Earth’s last hope: Goku will team up with his old
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enemy Piccolo...archenemies united to save the
world!
Son Goku is the greatest hero on Earth. Five years
after defeating the demon king Piccolo, he's grown
up and had a family--he's married, and he has a
child, Son Gohan. But what is the real reason for
Goku's incredible strength? A visitor from outer
space arrives bearing terrible news--Goku is an
alien, and the visitor, Raditz, is Goku's brother!
When Raditz turns out to be a ruthless killer, Goku
must fight his incredibly strong brother to save his
family and the entire human race. A surprising
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alliance may be Earth's last hope: Goku will team up
with his old enemy Piccolo—archenemies united to
save the world!" Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for
teen audiences.
Dragon Ball Box Set (Vol.s 1-16)
Dragon Ball, Vol. 1 (Collector's Edition)
Includes vols. 1, 2 & 3
Dragon Ball, Vol. 5 (VIZBIG Edition)
Dragon Ball Full Color Saiyan Arc, Vol. 1
Dbgalaxytouring
When a little chick leaves the flock, he
stumbles on to an adventure that will change
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him forever. This charming bilingual SpanishEnglish picture book is a cute read for
little explorers.
Son Goku, a young boy with a monkey's tail,
and Bulma, a teenaged genius, search for the
legendary seven Dragon Balls, relics that
have the power to summon a wish-granting
dragon when gathered together.
Sci-Fi martial arts action! After years of
training and adventure, Goku has become
Earth's ultimate warrior. And his son, Gohan,
shows even greater promise. But the stakes
are increasing as even deadlier enemies
threaten the planet. DRAGON BALL Z is the
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ultimate science fiction-martial arts manga.
Shorn of his last vestiges of goodness, the
djinn Boo is now pure, undiluted evil! With a
single wave of his hand he kills six billion
people, leaving only the heroes in Kamisama's sky palace alive...but for how long?
Inside the palace, Goten and Trunks merge
into Gotenks, the only being in the world who
might match Boo in raw power. But luckily
there's more than one world. On a faraway
planet, Gohan and Goku are preparing for
their turn to fight...to save the devastated
earth before the planet itself is blown away!
See Dragon Ball with new eyes. This book is
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your cultural tour guide of Dragon Ball, the
world's most recognized anime and manga
series. Over 11 years in development, at over
2,000 pages, and featuring over 1,800 unique
terms, Dragon Ball Culture is a 7 Volume
analysis of your favorite series. You will go
on an adventure with Son Goku, from Chapter 1
to 194 of the original Dragon Ball series, as
we explore every page, every panel, and every
sentence, to reveal the hidden symbolism and
deeper meaning of Dragon Ball. In Volume 1
you will discover the origin of Dragon Ball.
How does Akira Toriyama get his big break and
become a manga author? Why does he make
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Dragon Ball? Where does Dragon Ball's culture
come from? And why is it so successful? Along
the way you'll be informed, entertained, and
inspired. You will learn more about your
favorite series and about yourself. Now step
with me through the doorway of Dragon Ball
Culture.
Dragon Ball Z Complete Box Set
Dragon Ball (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 1
Dragon Ball (3-in-1 Edition), Vol. 2
Dragon Ball, Vol. 12
Dragon Ball Z, Vol. 15
The Terror of Cell

Eath's greatest hero...is from outerspace!
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Dragon Ball introduces a young monkeytailed boy named Goku (a wry update of the
classic Chinese "Monkey King" legend),
whose quiet life changes when he meets a
girl named Bulma who is on a quest to
collect seven "Dragon Balls." If she
gathers them all, an incredibly powerful
dragon will appear and grant her one wish.
But the precious orbs are scattered all
over the world, and Bulma could use the
help of a certain super-strong boy... (In
Japan, Dragon Ball and Dragon Ball Z were
originally a single 42-volume series. VIZ
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Media's Dragon Ball contains vols. 1-16 of
the original Japanese Dragon Ball, from
the beginning of the series to the climax
of Goku's last fight with Piccolo.) Only
Goku, Bulma and Kuririn stand between the
Red Ribbon Army and the seven Dragon Balls
which can grant any wish in the world!
Using a submarine loaned by Kame-Sen'nin,
the heroic trio explores a pirate's
undersea cave in search of the next Dragon
Ball, but gun-toting bad guys are on their
tail! Now they must face not only perilous
pirate traps but the sinister General
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Blue, a martial artist with powers even
Goku doesn't have! Can they escape the
cave alive? As the battle continues, Goku
and General Blue go to Penguin Village,
the home of the weird scientist Dr. Slump
and one of the strangest places on Earth!
Eath's greatest hero...is from outerspace!
Dragon Ball introduces a young monkeytailed boy named Goku (a wry update of the
classic Chinese "Monkey King" legend),
whose quiet life changes when he meets a
girl named Bulma who is on a quest to
collect seven "Dragon Balls." If she
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gathers them all, an incredibly powerful
dragon will appear and grant her one wish.
But the precious orbs are scattered all
over the world, and Bulma could use the
help of a certain super-strong boy... (In
Japan, Dragon Ball and Dragon Ball Z were
originally a single 42-volume series. VIZ
Media's Dragon Ball contains vols. 1-16 of
the original Japanese Dragon Ball, from
the beginning of the series to the climax
of Goku's last fight with Piccolo.) Having
defeated the Red Ribbon Army singlehandedly and taken their Dragon Balls,
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Goku finds that one is still missing! To
locate it, he goes to the palace of the
All-Seeing Crone, Baba Uranai, who can
find anything in the world...for a price!
The crone agrees to find the Dragon Ball
for free if Goku and his friends--Yamcha,
Pu'ar, Kuririn and Upa--can best her five
supernatural champions in one-on-one
combat. but even if they can beat Dracula,
the Mummy, and the Devil, the final
challenger just might give Goku the shock
of his life!
Dragon Ball introduces a young monkeyPage 26/51
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tailed boy named Goku (a wry update of the
classic Chinese "Monkey King" legend),
whose quiet life changes when he meets a
girl named Bulma who is on a quest to
collect seven "Dragon Balls." If she
gathers them all, an incredibly powerful
dragon will appear and grant her one wish.
But the precious orbs are scattered all
over the world, and Bulma could use the
help of a certain super-strong boy... Kaiôshin—the Lord of Lords, the mightiest
deity in the universe—has summoned Son
Goku and his friends to try and avert doom
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for the entire universe. A djinn created
eons ago by the wicked warlock Bibiddi is
about to be resurrected by Bibiddi’s son,
Bobiddi. The djinn possesses unfathomable
power and is virtually indestructible once
unleashed. Even his name strikes fear in
the hearts of all humans: Boo!
Eath's greatest hero...is from outerspace!
Dragon Ball introduces a young monkeytailed boy named Goku (a wry update of the
classic Chinese "Monkey King" legend),
whose quiet life changes when he meets a
girl named Bulma who is on a quest to
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collect seven "Dragon Balls." If she
gathers them all, an incredibly powerful
dragon will appear and grant her one wish.
But the precious orbs are scattered all
over the world, and Bulma could use the
help of a certain super-strong boy... (In
Japan, Dragon Ball and Dragon Ball Z were
originally a single 42-volume series. VIZ
Media's Dragon Ball contains vols. 1-16 of
the original Japanese Dragon Ball, from
the beginning of the series to the climax
of Goku's last fight with Piccolo.) The
Tenka'ichi Budôkai is heating up, and
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there can only be one winner! Last
tournament's champion Jackie Chun goes up
against three-eyed "Crane School" kung fu
master Tenshinhan! Then, it's the longawaited match between former classmates
Goku and Kuririn--and guess who has some
tricks up his sleeve! But Tenshinhan isn't
just fighting to win, he's carrying out a
deadly grudge--to avenge his master, the
Crane Hermit, whose brother was killed by
Goku. It all comes down to a final round
so devastating the battlefield itself
might not survive intact--let alone the
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spectators!
Includes vols. 4, 5 & 6
Dragon Ball Super, Vol. 7
Vols. 1-16 with premium
Dragon Ball Z, Vol. 9 (VIZBIG Edition)
Dragon Ball Z, Vol. 6 (VIZBIG Edition)
Limited Edition
Goku and his friends protect the seven legendary
Dragon Balls from villains and aliens who wish to use
their power to destroy the world.
Dragon Ball Box Set (Vol.s 1-16)VIZ Media LLCDragon
Ball, Vol. 1The Monkey KingVIZ Media LLC
Eath's greatest hero...is from outerspace! Dragon Ball
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introduces a young monkey-tailed boy named Goku (a
wry update of the classic Chinese "Monkey King"
legend), whose quiet life changes when he meets a
girl named Bulma who is on a quest to collect seven
"Dragon Balls." If she gathers them all, an incredibly
powerful dragon will appear and grant her one wish.
But the precious orbs are scattered all over the world,
and Bulma could use the help of a certain superstrong boy... (In Japan, Dragon Ball and Dragon Ball Z
were originally a single 42-volume series. VIZ Media's
Dragon Ball contains vols. 1-16 of the original
Japanese Dragon Ball, from the beginning of the
series to the climax of Goku's last fight with Piccolo.)
When Kuririn is killed by a lizard-like monster, Goku
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goes in search of the culprit and finds his most
terrifying enemy yet: the evil Demon King Piccolo!
Freed after centuries of imprisonment, Piccolo sends
waves of monsters on a mission to find the Dragon
Balls and destroy any martial artists who might
oppose him. With his flying cloud destroyed, Goku
finds himself lost in the jungle where he meets an
unlikely new ally. Meanwhile, Kame-Sen'nin prepares
a last-ditch plan to defeat Piccolo... but at what cost?
Eath's greatest hero...is from outerspace! Dragon Ball
introduces a young monkey-tailed boy named Goku (a
wry update of the classic Chinese "Monkey King"
legend), whose quiet life changes when he meets a
girl named Bulma who is on a quest to collect seven
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"Dragon Balls." If she gathers them all, an incredibly
powerful dragon will appear and grant her one wish.
But the precious orbs are scattered all over the world,
and Bulma could use the help of a certain superstrong boy... (In Japan, Dragon Ball and Dragon Ball Z
were originally a single 42-volume series. VIZ Media's
Dragon Ball contains vols. 1-16 of the original
Japanese Dragon Ball, from the beginning of the
series to the climax of Goku's last fight with Piccolo.)
Tired of losing their best operatives to Son Goku, the
commanders of the Red Ribbon Army hire Taopaipai,
the world's greatest assassin, to "take care" of him
permanently! To have a chance of defeating this new
opponent, Goku must climb the miles-high Karin
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Tower, where a mysterious hermit guards a jug of
magic water which will grant the one who drinks it
super strength. And while Goku struggles to get the
magic water, time is running out...because
Commander Red only needs two more Dragon Balls to
make his deepest, darkest wishes come true!
Strongest Under the Heavens
Dragon Ball, Vol. 1
Dragon Ball Culture Volume 1
Dragon Ball 6
Dragon Ball Full Color Freeza Arc, Vol. 1
Dragon Ball Super, Vol. 1
A seminal series from a legendary creator. Dragon Ball, a wry
update on the Chinese "Monkey King" myth, introduces us to
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Son Goku, a young monkey-tailed boy whose quiet life is
turned upside-down when he meets Bulma, a girl determined
to collect the seven "Dragon Balls." If she gathers them all, an
incredibly powerful dragon will appear and grant her one
wish. But the precious orbs are scattered all over the world,
and to get them she needs the help of a certain super-strong
boy... Only Goku, Bulma and Kuririn stand between the Red
Ribbon Army and the seven Dragon Balls which can grant
any wish in the world! Using a submarine loaned by KameSen'nin, the heroic trio explores a pirate's undersea cave in
search of the next Dragon Ball, but gun-toting bad guys are
on their tail! Dragon Ball, the most famous of legendary
manga creator Akira Toriyama’s works, was originally
serialized in Japan’s Weekly Shonen Jump magazine from
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1984 to 1995, the series was collected into 42 volumes and
quickly became an international bestseller. (In the United
States, volumes 1 through 16 were published as Dragon Ball,
and volumes 17 through 42 as Dragon Ball Z.) Widely
acknowledged as a landmark series,Dragon Ball has been
adapted into animated television series, movies, video
games, toys and collectibles worldwide.
Goku and friends battle intergalactic evil in the greatest actionadventure-fantasy-comedy-fighting series ever! The Dragon
Ball Complete Box Set contains all 16 volumes of the original
manga that kicked off the global phenomenon. Also includes
an exclusive double-sided poster and collector’s booklet
featuring fun Dragon Ball trivia and guides as well as an
interview with its legendary creator. Legend has it that if all
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seven of the precious orbs called “Dragon Balls” are
gathered together, an incredibly powerful dragon god will
appear to grant one wish. Unfortunately, the orbs are
scattered across the world, making them extremely difficult to
collect. Enter 16-year-old Bulma, a scientific genius who has
constructed a radar to detect the exact locations of the
Dragon Balls. She’s on a mission to find all seven orbs, but
first she must convince young Son Goku to join her on her
quest. With a monkey tail, superhuman strength and a magic
staff for a weapon, Son Goku is ready to set out on the
adventure of a lifetime…
Goku’s adventure from the best-selling classic manga
Dragon Ball continues in this new series written by Akira
Toriyama himself! Ever since Goku became Earth’s greatest
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hero and gathered the seven Dragon Balls to defeat the evil
Boo, his life on Earth has grown a little dull. But new threats
loom overhead, and Goku and his friends will have to defend
the planet once again in this continuation of Akira Toriyama’s
best-selling series, Dragon Ball! The Tournament of Power is
about to begin! Warriors from all the universes gather to fight
for their lives and the lives of everyone in their universes!
Many fighters are eliminated almost immediately while Goku
tries to garner the attention of Universe 11’s strongest
fighter, Jiren. But Jiren doesn’t seem to care one bit about
Goku! Will Universe 7 survive?!
Akira Toriyama's groundbreaking, iconic, bestselling series
now in an omnibus edition! A seminal series from a legendary
creator. Dragon Ball, a wry update on the Chinese "Monkey
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King" myth, introduces us to Son Goku, a young monkeytailed boy whose quiet life is turned upside-down when he
meets Bulma, a girl determined to collect the seven "Dragon
Balls." If she gathers them all, an incredibly powerful dragon
will appear and grant her one wish. But the precious orbs are
scattered all over the world, and to get them she needs the
help of a certain super-strong boy... Legend has it that if all
seven of the precious orbs called “Dragon Balls” are
gathered together, an incredibly powerful dragon god will
appear to grant one wish. Unfortunately, the orbs are
scattered across the world, making them extremely difficult to
collect. Enter 16-year-old Bulma, a scientific genius who has
constructed a radar to detect the exact locations of the
Dragon Balls. She’s on a mission to find all seven orbs, but
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first she must convince young Son Goku to join her on her
quest. With a monkey tail, superhuman strength and a magic
staff for a weapon, Son Goku is ready to set out on the
adventure of a lifetime… Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for
teen audiences.
Dragon Ball. Evergreen edition
Dragon Ball
Dragon Ball, Vol. 9
Dragon Ball Gt Fanmanga
The Monkey King
Dragon Ball, Vol. 11
R to L (Japanese Style). The Fearsome Power of PiccoloThe
Great Demon King Piccolo is all set for world
domination--but first, he needs to gather the seven Dragon
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Balls to restore his youth and power. Son Goku and his
friends pit themselves against this heartless monster, but
it's looking more and more grim for the side of good as
Piccolo picks them off one by one...Their only hope is a
martial arts move known as the Mafu-Ba, a technique that
managed to imprison Piccolo many years ago.
Unfortunately, the move is so powerful that it killed the last
person who used it. That won't deter Kame-Sen'nin and
Tenshinhan from trying the killer move though, even if it
means forfeiting their own lives in the process!
Akira Toriyama's groundbreaking, iconic, best-selling
series now in an omnibus edition! Dragon Ball introduces a
young monkey-tailed boy named Goku (a wry update of the
classic Chinese "Monkey King" legend), whose quiet life
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changes when he meets a girl named Bulma who is on a
quest to collect seven "Dragon Balls." If she gathers them
all, an incredibly powerful dragon will appear and grant
her one wish. But the precious orbs are scattered all over
the world, and Bulma could use the help of a certain superstrong boy... Son Goku has made it to the Tenka’ichi
Budokai, the world’s number-one martial arts tournament,
where the competitors vie for the title of “Strongest Under
the Heavens.” Goku may have strength on his side, but
even the training of martial arts master Kame- Sen’nin
hasn’t prepared him for what he’s about to face. Only seven
finalists remain, each with their own special moves. Will
the champion be Goku? His fellow student Kuririn?
Yamcha, the master of “Fist of the Wolf Fang”? Fighting
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woman Ran Fuan? Giran, a rubbery monster who’s part
dinosaur? Namu, an Indian mystic? Or Jackie Chun, the
mysterious old man who may be the toughest fighter of all?
See Dragon Ball with new eyes. This book is your cultural
tour guide of Dragon Ball, the world’s most recognized
anime and manga series. Over 11 years in development, at
over 2,000 pages, and featuring over 1,800 unique terms,
Dragon Ball Culture is a 7 Volume analysis of your favorite
series. You will go on an adventure with Son Goku, from
Chapter 1 to 194 of the original Dragon Ball series, as we
explore every page, every panel, and every sentence, to
reveal the hidden symbolism and deeper meaning of
Dragon Ball. In Volume 1 you will discover the origin of
Dragon Ball. How does Akira Toriyama get his big break
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and become a manga author? Why does he make Dragon
Ball? Where does Dragon Ball’s culture come from? And
why is it so successful? Along the way you’ll be informed,
entertained, and inspired. You will learn more about your
favorite series and about yourself. Now step with me
through the doorway of Dragon Ball Culture.
Son Goku is the greatest hero on Earth. Five years after
defeating the demon king Piccolo, he’s grown up and has a
family. But what is the real reason for Goku’s incredible
strength? A visitor from outer space arrives bearing
terrible news—Goku is an alien, and the visitor, Raditz, is
Goku’s brother! When Raditz turns out to be a ruthless
killer, Goku must fight his incredibly strong brother to save
his family and the entire human race. A surprising alliance
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may be Earth’s last hope: Goku will team up with his old
enemy Piccolo to save the world! -- VIZ Media
Dragon Ball, Vol. 7
Dragon Ball, Vol. 3 (VIZBIG Edition)
Dragon Ball: Chapter Book
Warriors From Universe 6!
Dragon Ball Z, Vol. 8
Shonen Jump
Eath's greatest hero...is from outerspace! Dragon Ball
introduces a young monkey-tailed boy named Goku (a
wry update of the classic Chinese "Monkey King"
legend), whose quiet life changes when he meets a girl
named Bulma who is on a quest to collect seven
"Dragon Balls." If she gathers them all, an incredibly
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powerful dragon will appear and grant her one wish. But
the precious orbs are scattered all over the world, and
Bulma could use the help of a certain super-strong boy...
(In Japan, Dragon Ball and Dragon Ball Z were originally
a single 42-volume series. VIZ Media's Dragon Ball
contains vols. 1-16 of the original Japanese Dragon Ball,
from the beginning of the series to the climax of Goku's
last fight with Piccolo.) Before there was Dragon Ball Z,
there was Akira Toriyama's action epic Dragon Ball,
starring the younger version of Son Goku and all the
other Dragon Ball Z heroes! Meet a naive young monkeytailed boy named Goku, whose quiet life changes when
he meets Bulma, a girl who is on a quest to collect seven
"Dragon Balls." If she gathers them all, an incredibly
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powerful dragon will appear and grant her one wish. But
the precious orbs are scattered all over the world, and
Bulma needs Goku's help (and his super-strength)! With
a magic staff for a weapon and a flying cloud for a ride,
Goku sets out on the adventure of a lifetime...
Change your perspective: get BIG Reads R to L
(Japanese Style), for A audiences. Final Volume!Change
Your Perspective--Get BIGA Collection of Volumes 25 26!Final Battle!Earth's days are numbered indeed! Boo,
the indestructible djinn of inconceivable power, has
been swinging around Earth like a wrecking ball,
knocking down everything in his path and turning
everyone into snacks. And that was before he
transformed from a childish blob into an evil fighting
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machine. There's no telling what destruction will rain
down now!The universe's ultimate champions are
desperately scheming and training to find a way to stop
this abominable bouncy ball. Gohan is undergoing a
bizarre training regimen with former Lord of the
Lords...but the old guy keeps nodding off! Meanwhile,
Trunks and Goten are perfecting their fusion dance in
the Room of Spirit and Time to become Super Gotenks,
a level 3 Super Saiyan power combo with extra-special
hair. But how can they make a dent in a monster that
keeps bouncing back? If only there were a way they
could bring Goku and Vegeta and their other friends
back to Earth... Don't miss the thrilling conclusion to this
colossal manga classic!
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Son Goku is the greatest hero on Earth. Five years after
defeating the demon king Piccolo, he's grown up and
had a family--he's married, and he has a child, Son
Gohan. But what is the real reason for Goku's incredible
strength? A visitor from outer space arrives bearing
terrible news--Goku is an alien, and the visitor, Raditz, is
Goku's brother! When Raditz turns out to be a ruthless
killer, Goku must fight his incredibly strong brother to
save his family and the entire human race. A surprising
alliance may be Earth's last hope: Goku will team up with
his old enemy Piccolo...archenemies united to save the
world! -- VIZ Media
Dragon Ball Full Color
Chirp / Pollito
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Dragon Ball, Vol. 4
Vols. 1-26 with premium
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